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Love Calls Out
Lifelight Worship

 Artist: Lifelight Worship (feat. Lauren Jarman)

[Intro]
Ab    Eb    Fm    Db

[Verse 1]

        Ab
With a voice that can
                  Eb
Halt the roaring seas
          Db     Bbm       Fm
He still speaks lovingly to me
          Ab
With the power to
              Eb
Separate the waters
              Db
He calms the storm so
Bbm          Ebsus    Eb
I can walk upon the seas

[Chorus]
     Ab
His love is an unstoppable force
    Eb
It calls out to the weakest of us
        Fm
Saying rise up and live with me
   Db
Forever in eternity
    Ab
He wraps us in His goodness and light
     Eb
He knows us turns our wrongs into right
      Fm
He reframes us renames us
    Db
He turns our tears into triumph

[Instrumental]
Ab    Cm    Db  Bbm  Ab

[Verse 2]

        Ab                       Eb



With a heart as endless as the ocean
    Db
He knows me and
     Bbm         Fm
He calls me by name
      Ab                    Eb
His voice moves me with compassion
    Db              Bbm     Ebsus   Eb
He never turns His back on us

[Chorus]

     Ab
His love is an unstoppable force
    Eb
It calls out to the weakest of us
        Fm
Saying rise up and live with me
   Db
Forever in eternity
    Ab
He wraps us in His goodness and light
     Eb
He knows us turns our wrongs into right
      Fm
He reframes us renames us
    Db
He turns our tears into triumph

[Instrumental]
Ab    Cm    Db  Bbm  Ab

[Bridge]

    Fm                  Db             Ab                 Eb
Now I will sing to the risen King who has my heart with unending love
    Fm                   Db               Ab          Eb
Now I will sing to the reigning King who never gives up on me
    Fm                  Db             Ab                      Eb
Now I will sing to the risen King who wiped every tear from my eyes
    Fm                  Db             Ab    Eb
Now I will sing to the reigning King Jesus Jesus

[Chorus]
     Ab
His love is an unstoppable force
    Eb
It calls out to the weakest of us
        Fm
Saying rise up and live with me
   Db



Forever in eternity
    Ab
He wraps us in His goodness and light
     Eb
He knows us turns our wrongs into right
      Fm
He reframes us renames us
    Db
He turns our tears into triumph

[Instrumental]
Ab    Cm    Db  Bbm  Ab 


